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LARGEST FRESHMEN CLASS EVER
ROTARY HAS NEW PRESIDENT

HERMAN A. MENCH, Vice President and Dean of The Faculty
was recently elected president of the Terre Haute Chapter of
Rotary International. Past faculty members who have shared The
Rotarian position include Prof. Biel and Prof. Bloxsome.

Summer Improvements
This summer at Rose Poly
has seen vast improvement in
our beautiful campus. The administration felt that the time
had come for the enlargement of
the educational facilities of this
school.
The old Maintenance Shop,
where Mr. Makely used to hold
classes with a step ladder for a
podium, was the first object for
change. In the east half of the
old shop, there was constructed
a 250-man lecture room. This
room is built on the idea of the
Physics lecture room, with the
desks located on a stair type
arrangement. Although this is
not completed yet, supposedly
it is to be air-conditioned and
carpeted with the desks bolted
to the floor. There is to be
an experimental laboratory table
in the front of the room and a
large chalkboard with facilities
for an opaque projector. This
lecture room will cover both
stories.
On the west side of the new
lecture room on the first floor
is to be a large study area.
Tentative
plans include the
placing of chalkboards along the
walls and the partitioning of the
area into smaller areas which
would
facilitate use by lab
groups. Also included is to be an
area for individual study.
On the second floor of the west
side of the old Maintenance Shop
is a new Women's Head, a
Seminar Roos similar to the room
already in use at the other end
of the building, and a room to be
used for the housing of the many
analogue
computers
found
throughout the school in the
various departments.
To the north of the old

maintenance shop is a new elevator to be used for the transport of materials for the "Building and Grass" Department. This
elevator goes from the auditorium level down to the basement.
Out behind the Main Buildingin the parking lot is located a
new building donated by Stran
Steel. This building is to be
used to house the "Building and
Grass' Department.
Down at the other end of the
Main Buildiag 13 ,11-? Aew addition to the Physics Laboratory.
This room was obtained by digging out under the west civil
lab.
Also down at the other end
where the old lockers were (they
are now in the hall) are four
new offices supposedly to be used
to house faculty from the humanities and math departments. Also
to be included was the new
MODULUS office but this was
cancelled due to popular demand
from the Administration.
All in all, the new construction at the Institute this summer
was indeed a beneficial and expensive improvement.

BIG DEAL
DALLAS (UPI)—A New York
firm recently bought an entire
block in downtown Dallas55,000 square feet — for $1.5
million. The Futterman-Southern Corp, now owns Dallas
property bounded by Harwood,
Bryan, Olive and Federal
Streets.
A spokesman said studies are
being made to determine "the
highest possible economic use
of this prime location."

S. A. M. E
The Society of American Military Engineers is a professional
society for people interested in
Engineering. The local post of
the S.A.M.E. sponsors such
things
as the Military Ball,
field trips, and speakers who
visit the Institute to talk on
various subjects of both general
engineering inand military
terest.
The Rose Chapter now has
about forty members which includes most of the M.S.Ill's and
IV's as well as many Sophomores. The S.A.M.E. opens its
membership to people of any
class as long as they are either
taking ROTC or are engaged in
an engineering curriculum. Officers for this year are Jerry
Black, Vice - President; Bill
Allard, Secretary; and Ed Holt,
Treasurer. The Chapter does
not presently have a President
but will be electing one in its
first meeting of the year.
Dues for the Society are $2.50
National and $.50 Local dues.
This payment entitles the member to a subscription of the
Military Engineer, ability to go
on Society sponsored field trips
(paid for by the U.S. Army),
and the privilege to wear the
distinctive Society shoulder cord
and other emblems.

Sunday, September 13, Rose's campus witnessed the influx of the largest class ever. The class of
1968 at last count was 252 men strong. However,
these men not only have size and brawn as attested
by the number out for football, but they are reputed
to be the most intelligent ever. They have five National Merit Scholarship winners in their midst and
the average frosh ranked in the upper 15 per cent of
his high school class.
According to Dr. Logan, this class is the beginning of the new dynamic Rose. Around this class
will be built a progressive school and a new and different student body. This class will grow with the
Institute and be witness to the overall changes of a
progressive school. This will be the class to "make
or break" the new student government, which we
all worked so diligently to promote last year. This
will be the class to carry on the fine traditions of
every Rose man, and perhaps to establish new and
better traditions. Welcome to Rose Polytechnic Institute class of 1968, much is expected of you. Good
Luck!

Go To C. C. Mixer With Picker, Hall

Freshmen Hear Campus Leaders
ED NOTE: Reprinted here are
speeches given by the student
body president and the Senior

class president to the fresh. last
Wednesday, evening.

Student Government, Joseph Byrd
Here at Rose, as at every other college or institution, we find
the need to govern the various aspects of student life. However,
due to the very nature of an atmosphere conducive to a specialized course of study; the personalities of scientifically minded
individuals, screened in such a way that enrollment is limited
to those students who have given evidence by their past records
of a capacity for professional study, and the fact that our student
body consists of a rather closely-knit group of only male undergraduates, "student life" here at Rose is, in a sense, unique.
It is only fitting, then, that the method by which we govern ourselves should be something other than the run-of-the-mill, student council type government.
I would like to take a minute here to read to you the Preamble to the Constitution of the Student Body:
"In view of the fact that men who regularly deal with natural
forces and the practical application of scientific principles to the
facts of life are liable to lose sight of the humanities, and in view
of the fact that without the cooperation and patronage of the members themselves, no organization can thrive, and with a view
toward establishing the present association of students on a firm
foundation and providing for their future welfare and prosperity,
we, the students of Rose Polytechnic Institute ordain and establish this constitution."
This constitution, as many of
you know, was ratified only last
semester. Hence, the principal
task confronting the members of
the Student Body is, not only to
carry out the normal functions
of the student government, but
to demonstrate that this constitution will work, and work decisively better than the old. The change
means more to the student body
than a different name or a different format; it represents a
change in policy, a change in
the way of thinking on the part
of the administration, for this
constitution gives the students a
louder voice in student affairs
and more power to govern than
they've ever had before.
The new structure for the

government is based on the
federal government with the three
branches — Executive, Legislative, and Judical. The Executive powers are vested in an
Executive Committee consisting
of the Executive Officers and the
Administrative Officers. The
Executive officers are the president and vice-president and are
elected annually in general elec.
dons held in the spring, while
the administrative officers, the
Secretary, Treasurer, and the
Historian, are appointed by the
president.
The Judiciary Branch of the
government is composed of a
higher Court, the Judicial Court,
and two lower courts, the Traffic Court and the Common Court.

The Judicial Court consists of
five seniors, appointed by the
president. It has original jurisdiction over all cases of theft
occuring in the neighboring community; over all cases involving
cheating; over all cases of student
conduct which is detrimental to
the Institute; and the power to
place a member of the student
body on social probation or to
recommend to the Faculty Disciplinary Committee probation,
suspension or expulsion from the
Institute.
The Traffic Court consists of
five members—appointed by
vice president— at least one
senior and at least one junior.
It handles all violations of the
Traffic Code as established by
the Student Congress.This Court
has the power to levy fines in
connection with violations, suspend driving privileges,or transfer for more serious action,
any case wherein the violator
refuses to comply with its recommendations.
The
Common Court also
consists of five members appointed by the vice president—
again at least one of whom is
a senior and at least one of
whom is a junior—and has
jurisdiction over the enforcement of traditions, all cases
of petty theft, and all infractions
of rules and regulations. The
Common Court has the power
to place a student on social
probation or to refer any case
to the Judicial Court.
The Legislative branch is, of
course; the Student Congress.
Representatives to that congress
are elected from precincts, a
precinct being a place of residence, such as Deming Hall or
BSB. The Freshman Class have
(Continued Page 3)
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SHOFtT AND
SWEET

EDITORIAL

BAD ATTITUDES?

ODE TO BOSH

Rose Tech Freshman, I congratulate you on
your choice of school and the honor bestowed upon
you by being admitted as a member of the class of
1968. The road ahead is one of many turns and
curves. It is not all smooth! Rose is a challenge, an
examination, a time to learn, a time to have fun, a
great school, and a school which you can be proud to
attend.
Not everyone likes Rose Poly—just as not
everyone will vote to re-elect President Johnson—
but no one will ever forget the Institute. We, who
have been here, respect Rose as you soon will. The
four years ahead of you will provide a challenge
unlike anything you have yet witnessed. Now you
are on your own—an opportunity to prove yourself
—to form and stand up for your own convictions—
to become a man.
Stand up and reap the benefits of a great education — remember, you're only freshmen and
everyone will place you on trial. Please don't get the
idea that you're great—we were freshmen also.
Then, as now, Rose Freshmen were considered lower than a snakes belly!

Yes, along with the all-new
Spectrum is an all new Staff.
Staff head positions available are
Layout Editor, Sports Editor,
and News Editor with positions
open on all staffs. Applications
are on the switchboard operator's
desk or on page 7 of this issue.
* * •• * * * •

We're wondering who had a
grudge against Mr. Waters when
they hung the new sign saying
"Computing Center" leaving out
the name of donor Waters.
•

* • * * *

A Spectral Welcome to Dr.
Goodman of the Math Department, Rose's first woman
teacher.
*
* * * * * *

Buses....
Boxes....
Bouquets!
Concerning the loss of bus service and the City
Council's coming decision on a contract to save the
service, the Terre Haute City Clerk stated on Radio
WBOW that he didn't feel that the Council would
one way or another "just because of public
opinion."
Webster's dictionary defines democracy as
"government in which the supreme power is retained by the people and exercised by representation."
Over one hundred years ago, President Lincoln described "government of the people, by the people, for
the people."
Somehow,though, the above two paragraphs appear to be incongruous. While the second describes
what our government was and was meant to be, the
first illusti ates more accurately what it is today.
Perhaps an analogy exists in Senator Goldwater's
statement that we have government for the people
and in President Johnson's urging "an end" to
American "nationhood as it has been historically
defined."*
At the present time there seems to be quite a
mess with the mailbox situation in the front office.
Since the attempts to resolve this mess appear to
have been ineffective, the Spectrum feels the time is
right to offer its own solution.
Since it is planned, in the future, to have the
mail delivered to the individual dorms as it is done
at [SC, why not begin this project with Deming
Hall. Deming is small enough so the installation of
mailboxes would not be prohibitively complex, even
for our maintenence department, and yet large
enough to effectively relieve the situation in the
Main Building.
Well, that's our solution. If it's not good enough,
we recommend that the proper Administrative
authority find a better one before the U.S. Post
Office attacks with charges of inadequate security.
This space offers a perfect opportunity for a
dues paying student of this school to say 'thanks'
to whoever obtained the services of Miss Juliet
Peddle, architect, and Mr. Leonard Warren General
Contractor. Miss Peddle and Mr. Warren are responsible for the many improvements in the Main
Building done over the summer. My thanks, however, are not for the improvements but for the efficiency with which they were accomplished. Having worked for Leonard Warren all summer as a
laborer, this writer can confidently state that, almost without exception, every dollar spent by the
school was very well spent—there were no costly
errors so common in the construction game.

IT'S MUCH TOO EARLY FOR

Rumor has it that the Student
Body Constitution which is being
accepted as 'official' is not the
one which was voted on. Just
for the record, the ballot stated
that the vote was on the constitution "as printed in the May
15 issue of the EXPLORER"
typographical errors and all.
• * * * * * * *

The IFC looks as if its all
set for progress this year with
a new constitution and a new
advisor—Ducan Murdock of Admissions. Good Luck, Dunc!
• * * • *

Amid the "welcome back' and the "glad to see you" cries we
shall soon hear the usual laments of "what am I doing in this
hole" and "damn—I wish I were elsewhere."
In addition, the gulf between the faculty and administration and
the students will probably widen considerably with the addition
of so many new instructors to the staff.
These dissentions among the ranks are acceptable if and only
if each individual members of this institution can come up with
the answer to his own problems. In other words, get yourself
straightened out first. Bitching for the sake of bitching achieves
nothing—as does working constructively where no problem exists.
Rose offers the situation in which we may know the faculty and
other students WELL. This (if we choose to take advantage of it)
will in turn give us a truly good education in an age where the
"complete education" seems to be losing respectability.
One thing we are here for is to learn to communicate with
othes. Once this is learned, the stay might even become enjoy—
able.

SAY THERE...
During the course of any academic year there almost always
seems to be a misunderstanding as to what a faculty advisor
should do. Therefore the question for this week is — What is the
role of a faculty advisor?
Roy Mueller: To advise the Students.
Joe Byrd: To keep the Advisee on the Straight and narrow.
Prof. Schmidt: It is important that the advisor point out the
different goals available to the student and the ways of obtaining
these goals. The advisor should also point out the probable outcome of the students behavior and study habits and also the students strong and weak points. I don't believe an advisor should
pose as a neutral on all questions. He should have an opinion and
take a stand.
John Slack: To get Bob Crask out of the computing center.
Unidentified Senior: Oh! Do I have an Advisor?
John Diefenbaugh; An Advisor should take the initiative in seeing each of his advisees. He should make sure that his students
aren't overloaded, and should see them once every three weeks.

* •

With the addition of the new
Giffel Building in the corner of
back parking lot, the
the
Spectrum has decided to rent
its office space to sports cars,
VW's, motor scooters, and gocarts as parking area.

INFLATION HITS ROSE
EDS NOTE: After hearing several grumbles about Student Center food price increases — coffee's the same — the following interview took place with Mr. Bigwood, the catering service manager.

* * * * * * * *

The latest word has it that
the all new and different 1964
MODULUS will be handed out
in a couple of weeks--get your
receipts and watch the bulletin
board.
* * * * * * * *

Hooray for Coach Martin--at
last the upperclassmen have
someone who isn't afraid to say
that Freshmen
shouldn't be
pampered.
* * * • * * * *

Lo and Behold—one demerit
is equal to 1-36,000 (.00004) of
the semester's grade if you
carry 18 credits.
It's good to come back and
see all those freshmen—bright,
cheerful faces. Most have that
"I'm going to really set this
place on fire." Look! This feeling is great; keep it up men
and give 'em hell!
* * * * * * * *

Homecoming is scheduled later
this year than usual—maybe Mother Nature will give us some
rain this year and we can have
the best and biggest bonfire
ever. That will be at least 68
ties high!
The freshmen are getting
more breaks than usual—very
few (Section D) have those Saturday morning classes. Bob Crask
didn't fare so well with the
senior ROTC class—scheduled
for 4th hour Saturday—Watch
your mailbox for the draft notice
Bob, we know you're not married.
* * * * *

* *

We know one man in Terre
Haute who is not going along with
those "This house is sold on
Goldwater" signs. In his front
yard, this person has a sign

FOLLOWS, AN INTERVIEW WITH MR. BIG WOOD
CATERING SERVICE MANAGER
Q. Why were the prices in the Student Center raised?
A. I wasn't aware that the prices in the Student Center were
raised. We had no guidance in regard to last year's prices and
I, as a representative of SAGA Food Service, sat down and figured
out what equitable prices for the items we served would be.
Q. If student opinion concerning the new prices is quite strong,
will there be any second thought by your company?
A. Naturally, there will be second thoughts. But I don't anticipate any strong disfavor since Dean Ross approved these prices
before I set them into effect. When I presented these prices to
Dean Ross, he thought they were quite equitable and he did not
say anything to me about there being any marked increase in prices.
which reads "This house will
be sold if Goldwater is elected."
Wonder where he's going?
* * * * * * * *

Fraternity men in their houses.
Plan now to attend these getacquainted parties.

Yes, the name has been
changed. The EXPLORER was
good—the SPECTRUM will be
better. Conservatives, of course,
do not like the change, but unlike
the Explorer I satellite, the
SPECTRUM will never be outdated.
It is still the same great student
(for the student) publication —
with a new name and a new outlook. This being a first of the
year type edition, the ones following will be even better
organized and will always be
eight pages in length.
A student in the Math Department has made the following
calculation: If all future Modulus's take 12 months to produce
(as the 1964 Modulus has) the
1984 Modulus will be out sometime in1984.
* * * * * * * *

Have you noticed the Blue Key
waste drums placed throughout
the area? We saw one the other
day—OVERFLOWING. I bet if
the drums had handles on them,
the maintenance crew would
empty 'ern!

ATTENTION FROSH: When you
drive through the campus and
don't see the Fraternity houses,
you're just two or three years
early. The Houses are all located
on the South side of Terre Haute.
The Fraternity men will be observing you as you should be
observing them. Twice before the
end of the semester you will have
an opportunity to visit the

The word "tulip" derives
from a Turkish word for turban.
*

*

*

Only 43 per cent of adult
Americans have completed high
school, the U.S. Office of Education estimates.
* * *
Old kerosene tins once provided the raw material for Chinese two-cent pieces, says the
Chase Manhattan Bank Money
Museum.
* * *
Alaska's 33,904 miles of coast
line exceeds that of the total of
the other 49 states (including
Hawaii).
* * *
There are 75 ticket booths
and 89 turnstiles at the eight
gates of the New York World's
Fair.
* * *
There were 1,374,421 (m)
Americans living abroad when
the 1960 U.S. census was taken,
80 per cent of them members
of the armed forces and their
families.
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Campus Leaders
(Continued from 1)
five representatives to that body
and are elected by proportional
population in the dormitories
by those freshmen living in that
Incidentally, these
precinct.
representatives will be elected
one week after the election of
freshmen class officers. The
nominating procedure will be
given to you later which will
be conducted on or before the
first Monday in November.
This, then, in brief, is an
outline of our new Constitution,
copies of which will be available to you this next week. I
urge each of you to read this
carefully— make
constitution
sure you understand it—for it
will affect each and every one
of you. Likewise, I urge those
of you who feel qualified to
seek election as a representative for, starting with this year,
student government is going to
have a big effect on this campus
and it will need mature, qualified men behind it. I'm sure
that there are many such men
in the class of '68. Thank you.
Traditions, John Diefenbaugh
TRADITION— A word defined
as the handing down of statements, beliefs, legends, customs,
etc., from generation to generation, especially by word of mouth
or by practice. But what does
this word mean to you—the Rose
frosh?
In order for me to help you
understand the true meaning this
word will have for you at Rose,
I would like to describe the
various feelings I have had during my three years at Rose.
These feelings, I believe, are
typical of most Rose men. During my first semester at Rose,
I went along with the various
traditions for the most part. At
times, I thought they were a
bunch of crap. Here I was,
eighteen years old and away from
home for the first time, and I
had to wear a beanie and garters. I also utterly despised the
word 'Frosh'. But I did enjoy
building the bonfire and the FoshSoph games. When I became a
second semester Freshman, I
decided I would have to keep
my grades up so I could come
back the next year as a Sophomore and haze the Frosh.
As a • Sophomore, I enjoyed
hazing the Frosh. Like all Sophomores, I tried to get the Frosh
to do anything I said, whether
they were supposed to do it or
not. But again, like all Sophomores, I got tired of hazing after about 6 weeks and almost
qtidentirely.
Why did I quit? Why did I
4top doing my job of iotif
ttaditions? Because trit
were not impressed upon me as
a Frosh as being important or
worthwhile. I can see now that
this was as much my fault as
the Sophomores who were supposed to haze me because I
made no effort to do anything
extra. I only did what I had to
do.
During my three years at Rose,
traditions have become less important each year. I sincerely believe that this is due to the outlawing of lalcings by the faculty.
This is not to say, however,
that the faculty did not have valid reasons for such an act. Lakings, for those of you who do
not know, are when some Sophomores and Frosh throw each
other in the lake. It would usually start when some Frosh
would come outside the dorm
without his beanie or garters.
So far I have not really said
anything GOOD about traditions.
But let me tell you that they ARE
worthwhile and very essential to
Rose. This last spring at a Blue
Key initiation, Carl Herochovich
told the following story. One of
his best friends from Rose came
to see him and stayed at his

We Love Kansas in The Summer.

•••

COLOUR'S COLOR?
OR HELICOPTORS FOR RENT
Parking regulations for 1964-65 concerning the use of parking
stickers are listed below. Parking stickers should be displayed
on the right rear fender so as to show a true pride in Rose Poly
and its long-standing traditions such as parking stickers.
1. Colour: Ph. d. Purple. Issued to : Faculty. Parking area:
West of Main Building: East of Main Building.
2. Colour: Presidential Purple. Issued to: President. Parking
area: West of Main Building. North of Side Entrance, South of
Main Parking Area and East of Large X.3. Colour: Moenching Maroon. Issued to: Dean of Faculty. Parking area: East of EE Lab in Middle of Sidewalk.
4. Colour: Secretarial Scarlet. Issued to: All 326 Secretaries
and lower ranking Administrative members. Parking area: West
of Main Building and South of Side Entrance.
5. Colour: T-Bird Tangerine. Issued to: Director of Speed Hall.
Parking area: East Half of Parking Lot South of Speed Hall.
6. Colour: Priviliged Pink. Issued to Buildings and Grass Commander. Parking area: East of Main Building.
7. Colour: Chicken Yellow. Issued to: Freshmen. Parking area:
Around Student Center.
8, Colour: Hazing Hazel. Issued to: Sophomores. Parking area:
West Half of Parking Lot South of Speed Hall.
9. Colour: Bulging Blue. Issued to: Juniors. Parking
area:
Around Fieldhouse.
10. Colour: Outraged Orange with Raving Ruby border. Issued
to: Seniors. Parking area: Around Senior Bench and North of
Railroad Tracks.
11. Colour: Dictatorial Dark Brown, speckled with Lily White
stars and with Circumstantial Silver border. Issued to: Dean
of Men. Parking area: Anywhere.
12. Colour: Ridiculous Red. Issued to: Everyone. Parking area:
Insufficient,.
EDITORS NOTE: The above article was written by an "anonomous,
disgruntled Rose Senior protesting ridiculous practices."

ELMER GUERRI, Clinton, Senior, Chemistry Major, operates a .30
Caliber machine gun. Elmer received the top grade of all Rose
cadets and will be the Rose Battalion Commander with the rank of
Cadet Major. Attention Frosh: Please salute this man.

Annie

GOOD GUYS

ilitete by Carter
We looked high aid 'kW and ithaily decided that ttkia week's
Good Guy Award should go te that hard worker with the charming
smile behind the counter at the Student Center.
Annie has been associated with Rose Poly for almost Ten years
(we wondered how she could stand the students for that long).
She seems to love everybody, and it is common knowledge that
she manages to take the students mind off the pressing matters
of the day for a few precious moments.
When interviewed, Annie's only comment was "Tell everybody
that the hamburger business is great."
house for a night. Rocky and
his friend played football on the
teams of '57 and '58 which were
two of the best teams Rose ever
producted. Rocky told us that
he and his friend did not talk
about football or the professors
they studied under at Rose, but
they talked about the lakings
they were in. They talked about
the traditions of Rose.
This is the point I am trying
to impress upon you now. These
traditions, which have been in
effect for years, instill in every
man who complies with them,
I repeat, who complies with them,
a spirit of pride and affection
for Rose and the principles for
which she stands. It helps develop a student into a man form.
the classes and entire student
body into a well-knit team full

of spirit, and transforms the student into a Rose man. You probably don't believe that traditions can have such an affect
on you. You may not even realize their effect when you graduate. But after you leave Rose,
you will realize much better
what I am trying to get across
to you now.
So what can you, the Class of
'68 do about traditions? I strongly suggest that you comply with
the traditions of Rose. Do what
the Sophomores tell you to do.
Give them a hell of a lot of
trouble before you do it, but
then do it with a smile. Be remembered as the class that started traditions on the upclimb
at Rose.
Good luck in your four years
at Rose.

CHUCK ItAIKER Senior Mechanical, works out on the Bayonet Drill
Field.

RON CHAPMAN, Senior Electrical, goes thru "Train Fire"—and
the blanks here are real.

Summer camp for the Rose
Cadets began on June 15, and
ended on August 1 of this year.
We gathered at Fort Riley, which
is located in the heart of Kansas,
and 1700 men took part in the

intensive and interesting training. The pictures above were
taken by the U.S. Army Photoservice and although they are not
reproduced in color, are mostly
green or at least olive drab.
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Fun and Games at
Summer Institute
Last May almost all incoming
freshmen got a very special
letter from the Admissions
Office. It was an invitation to
attend
the Summer Institute.
Some fellow even got a more
special type of letter—one that
told them to attend, simply because they screwed up high
school.
As I read that faded copy,
I thought—what a wonderful way
to get away from home! So I
sent in my $25 deposit, and each
day I became increasingly interested in experiencing those
rolling campus hills, the airconditioned classrooms, the excellent food, and those wonderfully romantic mixers with Indiana State.
I got on campus August 2nd
In the sweltering heat. I took
a look around the 123 acres of
rolling hills and serene hills—
just like it says in the catalog.
The hills were definitely there.
But where were the lakes? I
found some ponds, though. They
are really nice ponds, too bad
the alge grows so fast in the
hot weather. I'm at least glad
that the wind didn't come from
the west all the time, because
on occasion, it did have a definite

odor. (This is off the subject,
but if anyone finds an official
Mike Nelson frog - fin in the
big 'lake", would they please
return it to Steve Myers, BSB
122. Remember what the Dean
says about honesty.)
The second week was filled
with joy and fun. We had the
experience of experiencing a
mixer with Indiana State. There
were 40 guys and 3 sharp girls
followed by 18 others (girls, I
think). I hope the mixers in the
fall don't turn out like that one.
Now, for the dorms,The m anagers (no names used) tried to
use a 200 gallon water heater.
I like cold showers, but not when
I'm trying to get clean. Even
the sewers backed up. I think
it is similar to the smell of the
lake.
In the classroom they put an
air-conditioner. It was capable
of cooling a 25 by 25 by 8 foot
room in 85 degree weather.
Well, it was put in a 25 by 40
by 12 foot room in 95 degree
weather. It was 96 degrees in
the classroom and only 95 outside. Is there such a thing as
negative efficiency? I hope for
the sake of our education that
a Rose Poly engineer installed
such a unit!

TRAGEDY'S COINCIDENCES
Kennedy were

* Both President Lincoln and President
concerned with the issue of Civil Rights.
* Lincoln was elected in 1860 and Kennedy in 1960.
* Both presidents were slain on a Friday and in the
presence of their wives.
* Their successors, both named Johnson, were southerners, democrats and had previously served in the U. S.
Senate.
* Andrew Johnson was born in 1808 and Lyndon B.
Johnson was born in 1908.
* John Wilkes Booth and Lee Harvey Oswald were
both murdered before trials could be arranged.
* Booth and Oswald were Southerners favoring unpopular ideas.
* Both presidents' wives lost children through death
while residing in the White House.
* Lincoln's secretary, whose name was Kennedy, advised him not to go to the threatre.
* President Kennedy's secretary, whose name was Lincoln, advised him not to go to Dallas.
* President Kennedy was shot to death in a Lincoln
made by Ford Company.
* Lincoln was killed in Ford's Theatre.
* John Wilkes Booth shot Lincoln in a theatre box
and afterward ran into a warehouse.
* Oswald shot Kennedy from a warehouse and ran to
a theatre.
* John Wilkes Booth was born in 1839, Lee Harvey
Oswald was born in 1939.

THE SPECTRUM WANTS YOU!
Have a desire to stir up controversy in a nice way (or even
in an un-nice way)?
Join the SPECTRUM staff.
Here is your chance of a lifetime. Now for the first time
anyone has the opportunity to
learn first hand how to set up
and run a yellow press.
The SPECTRUM is the all
new voice of the students and
you can do the talking.
Expand your experience by
interviewing students, professors, administrators, and public
figures (Wallace is coming to
town).
Improve your ability to express your thoughts on paper
by writing editorials on school,
favorite faculty members, and
Haute's
Terre
city
hall
monarchy.
straight forward
Perhaps
newsy articles are your meat.
There is much opportunity in

our staffs for you to expound
your ability in this field.
Sports minded? Prove to your
classmates that athletes are
not
thick-skulled
clods who
butcher the Queen's English—
write dazzling reports of your
exploits on the gridiron.
See, no matter what your interests or specialities, there is
a position on the infamous
SPECTRUM staff which you can
and the
You
hold down.
SPECTRUM will profit by your
time and energy.

CAR-PEOPLE RATIO
NEW YORK (UPI)—There
was one car for every 2.9 persons in the United States in
1962, according to statistics
compiled by Volkswagen of
America. In Communist China,
the ratio was one car for every
19,893.2 persons.

WHAT IS AN
EXECUTIVE?
By Cason J. Callaway
FOREWORD
An executive not only receives
the highest wages of any man in
America, he also is largely responsible for our high standard of
living. Executives have been, and
are, in demand, and will be more
in demand in the future, not only
for the welfare of this country
but to maintain our position in
the free world.
Any high school student has an
idea of what it takes to make a
lawyer, engineer or
doctor,
salesman, but I don't recall any
talk to young men on what it
takes to make an executive.
With this in mind, I have set
down in this little book those
qualities which it seems to me
a man must have if he is going
to make a good executive. I have
listed 24 points.
I would not expect anyone to
rate 100 per cent, and I don't
even know that perfection in a
man is desired. It would surely
make for jealousy. The first
one we find who rates above 90
per cent we should make President of the United States. Anyone who averages 75 per cent
should be kept for posterity.
The points are listed for selfanalysis. On the following pages,
I amplify them and give examples.
WHAT IS AN .EXECUTIVE?
Of course,
he has to have absolute integrity, or it does not matter what
else he has.
Of course,
he has to be willing and able
to work, or it does not matter
what else he has.
Of course,
he has to be objective. If an
executive could be described in
one word, this would be it.
Of course,
he has to have leadership,
is hard to define, but
which
may be described as that quality in a man which makes other
men want to do what he wants
them to do.
1. COURAGE.
I don't want to get courage
and bravery mixed up. If a neighbor has a mean dog and you are
not afraid to go in his yard,
this is bravery. If you are afraid, but go in the yard anyway, this is courage. Courage
is what makes a man buy natural resources for his company's use in poor times when
acreage or leases are cheap.
2. IMAGINATION
Most of the good things civilization has achieved are the result of somebody's seeing, in
his mind's eye, how to do something better, or make something
better. Without imagination an
executive cannot foresee the good
things the future may hold. Without imagination he is not able
to put himself in another man's
place, which he must do.
3. HE
MUST
DELEGATE
AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY.
If he does not do this, there
is not enough time to accomplish a great deal.
4. HE MUST CHECK, AFTER
THIS DELEGATION
TO
SEE THAT RESULTS ARE
OBTAINED.
He must have progress reports not only for his own information, but also to gauge personnel in preparation for his
next delegation of authority.
b. HE
MUST
EVALUATE
HIS TIME.
A busy man, a BUSY man,does
not have time NOT to explain
carefully a directive to a sub-

ordinate, and in most cases tell
him the reason why he wants it
done. Otherwise, it is likely to
get all snarled up and he has
to handle it twice, which a busy
man does not have time to do.
6. HE DOES THE IMPORTANT IN MOST CASES, INSTEAD OF THE URGENT.
It is so easy to decide and
handle the easy ones. So often
the temptation is to put aside
a difficult decision until the easy
ones are finished, in the hope
that some additional easy ones
come up to further postpone the
important.
7: HE MUST PLAY NO FAVORITES.
A man can do what he wants
to with his own money. With
his company's money he has
no right to play favorites. The
man who should be promoted
Is the man who is doing the
job he happens to be on at the
time better than others are doing
theirs. If the word gets around
that the executive plays no favorites, the personnel will naturally take pride in doing their jobs
well, no matter how rarely they
come in contact with the boss.
8. HE RECOGNIZES HIS OWN
WEAKNESSES, AND
SEEKS OR EMPLOYS ASSISTANCE IN THESE RESPECTS.
The Great Creator has rarely
produced a man without weaknesses.
What often makes a
strong corporation is men of different but special talents accomplishing together, and with the
assistance of each other, more
than any individual could accomplish by himself.
9. HE TRIES TO HELP A
OVERCOME
HIS
MAN
WEAKNESSES, AND COMPLIMENTS HIM ON HIS
GOOD TRAITS.
The success of a company is
based to a large extent on loyalty and cooperation. A man might
be the best coxswain in theworld,
but without the cooperation of the
other men in his crew, the
race could not be won.
10. IF SOMETHING TURNS
OUT ESPECIALLY GOOD,
HE FINDS SOMEONE IN
HIS ORGANIZATION TO
SHARE THE CREDIT. IF
SOMETHING ESPECIALLY
BAD, HE FINDS SOME
WAY TO SHARE THE
BLAME.
You tell me who takes the
for the errors
responsibility
and I will tell you who is the
boss.
11. HE MUST BE A GOOD
LISTENER.
I have a prayer, "Oh Lord
let me know that I do not have
to speak on every subject that
is broached."
NOT TAKE
MUST
12. HE
HIMSELF TOO SERIOUSLY.
I have never heard a man
criticized for taking his business too seriously. If he can
do this, and not take himself
too seriously, he and his associates have a happier life.
13. HE MUST NOT ALLOW
BECOME
TO
HIMSELF
DISCOURAGED.
Even the inevitable can change
from day to day, and persisoften accOmplishes the
tance
seemingly impossible.
14. HE DOES WHAT HE SAYS
IPIE IS GOING TO DO,
CASUAL
A
IN
EVEN
STATEMENT.
This separates the men from
the children. I know men who,
if they told me casually, "I
will write you a letter about
that tomorrow," and I didn't

receive the letter, I would send
flowers. I would know they were
dead.
15. HE MUST NOT MAKE AN
UNQUALIFIED STATE.
MENT UNLESS HE IS
SUFFICIENTLY INFORMED ON THE FACTS.
A statement may often be the
basis ofimportant action. If based
on incomplete information, results may be disastrous.
16. HE MUST LET HIS STAFF
KNOW THAT HE MEANS
WHAT HE SAYS WHEN HE
WANTS THEM TO DISAGREE WITH HIM WHEN
THEY DO.
Nearly every executive tell:
his staff he wants them to speak
out when they disagree. He must
convince them that he means what
he says when he makes this statement for it is their duty to give
him the benefit of their best
judgment and experience. At the
same time, disagreement does
not absolve a man from giving
his best efforts once a course
of action is decided upon.
17. HE LIMITS HIS NUMBER
OF REASONS.
One reason for a decision is
better than several. If several
reasons are given, and one of
these, though not controlling, is
disproved, it can make awkward
or tear down his whole presentation.
18. HE MUST NOT GET MAD
UNLESS HE DECIDES TO.
There are times, like a boxer working himself up to a fighting pitch, when an executive has
to show a flash of fire to carry
a point or arouse people out of
their apathy. But this must be
a deliberate, and not impulsive
action.
19. HE RECOGNIZES THE UNUSUAL FROM THE
ROUTINE, AND HANDLES
THE UNUSUAL IN A SPECIAL MANNER.
Many men adequately handle
the routine every day, and the
business gets along all right.
Sometimes even a casual request,
due to its source, merits unusual
handling.
20. HE MUST NOT BE OVERLY SUBJECT TO FLATTERY.
Star dust blinds more people
than sand.
21. HE MUST STEEP HIMSELF
IN THE FACTS, BUT HE
MUST RECOGNIZE THAT
A TIME comes WHEN HE
MUST DEFER RESEARCH
AND MAKE THE DECISION.
So often voluminous research
is acquired. For what purpose?
To acquire additional voluminous
research. The difficult, which
is the decision, is postponed.
22. HE MUST LIKE PEOBLE.
A man who does not like people multiplies his work and minimizes his effectiveness.
23. HE SwOULD
WAVE
A
SENSE OF HUMOR.
Without this I doubt if a man
can endure, with good grace, the
rugged path that accompanies
accomplishment.
24. HE HAS AN OBLIGATION
TO GUARD HIS HEALTH.
Regular exercise is essential,
even
if he just takes a 15minute walk before breakfast
every day. If a man maintains
a sound body, he may, in the
years after his "three score
and five," accomplish his greatest servic . His country—aswell
as his family, associates and
friends—needs him.
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GeneralSlangmatics
OF ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
DEDICATED TO THE MEN OF ROSE TECH AND INSPIRED BY THE SPIRIT OF DEAR OLD ROSE
ED NOTE: This paper was written by Ron Gessel
and was submitted to Prof. Gordon Haist (Mumbles) for the course General Semantics last May.
Mr. Gessel (Guzzy) received a grade of "A" on this
paper. It is printed in its entirety with the only
modification being on words not suitable for print.
The Spectrum layout staff, on proof-reading the
copy, agreed that the material was very accurate,
if blunt. We hope you enjoy it.
This paper deals with the slang
which is peculiar to Rose and its
significance evaluated by the
opinionated author. However, the
author was as honest as he possibly could have been in reporting and evaluating the slang.
Naturally, not all of the slang
could be covered in the time
and space allowed, but the author
tried to get a typical crossection. Nothing was intended to be
held back. With this in mind,
and the fact that Rose students
tend to speak, occasionally, on a
level which is "in the gutter,"
the readers who possess "virgin
ears" would do best to read no
Further!
In this paper, there are no distinctions made between cant,
argot, slang, idioms, colloquialism, etc., which occur at Rose.
It is all considered slang by the
author, which can serve as a
general word for the language
being studied.
The author tried to stay away
from the common slang of college students, even though quite
a large amount of it is found at
Rose. Blind dates, goofing—off,
Joe College, skirts, Frosh, etc.,
serve as examples.
Where there exists any sudden or peculiar circumstances,
there is a good environment for
the creation of slang. Also, students are very good sources of
slang, because they seem to detest restraint of any kind. This
makes Rose a very good prospect for the creation of slang.
In the evaluations, the author
tried to keep away from stating
that something was good or bad,
but this is hard and sometimes
impossible to do. In all the instances, not only the slang words,
but how they were expressedwas
taken into consideration, though
not always noted as such. The
Implications of most of the slang
usages are from the students,
and not necessarily that of the
authors. A good sense of humor
should be used by the reader,
but he should be careful not
to miss the serious implications
of the students, their slang, or
the author.
Much of the slang of college
students comes in the form of
abbreviations. For the most part,
these were skipped, unless there
was some significance impliedin
them or their usage. Typical examples are references made to
teachers or classes.
An obvious source of slang
is the Roseman's environment of
Terre Haute. The city is referred to as the armpit of America,
and the rat hole. A very common
saying is, "If they were going
to give the World an enema,
they'd have to stick the nozzle.
in Terre Haute!' These are vulgar yet picturesque expressions
of humor. There is a hint of allness or absolutism when speaking of Terre Haute. Possibly
affected by propaganda and also
by his own observations, the
Roseman can see no good in
Terre Haute. He is happy to be
five miles east. Wabash Avenue is also tagged. It is the
largest two lane highway in the

World or the smallest four lane
highway in the World. Here is
found a note of cynicism, but
the criticism is usually regarded as valid.
What does the Roseman call
Rose Poly? As it has been said,
"If there is a derogatory word
in the English language, it has
been used to refer to Rose!"
It is, however, noted by the
author, That the Rosemen take
pride in that their Rose is the
Bastard School of the Universe,
the A- -hole of the Universe,
the Monastery, or that damned
rat hole. Rose is a tough institute, and they are proud to
be a member of it. These slang
terms are used to hide the True
feelings from the "outside
world." There are two terms
used derogaterively, however.
The Rose Family has in the
past represented a good spirit,
but recently the Family is referred to as a forced condition, far
inferior to the past usage. Also
many refer to the Institute as
Ross Tech. This is a term used
in defiance of the Dean of Students, and is especially used in
the Fall while Freshmen are
being "hazed". It is often used
when the Dean makes an official act on campus.
The main building on campus
is usually called the Building
or the Hill if one is at the Field
House. All roads lead to the
Building, and it is considered
as the center of all activities.
This
accounts for the slang
terms used. Many students are
indifferent to the expansion program's making of the Union Building as the center. It will undoubtedly affect the slang involved here.
The Field House is called the
Hanger, in reference to its original use. The Student Center is
shortened to the Stud Center,
but there is a semantic implication to the slang word "stud"
which is a young man who has
quite an ability with women. The
cafeteria is always underfire.
It is regarded by one and all
as terrible. In all sincerity most
feel it could be greatly improved
and usually refer to it as the
slop chute or the garbage pit,
In a frame of mind that is not
humorous. Absolutism and allness prevail, but not until the
Frosh has eaten there for a
period of time, and then his
opinions are justified by himself and others. (Ed's. note; he
refers to last year!)
The various departments of
Rose are usually referred to in
a slang manner. The Chemical
Engineering Department is called the hole because of its location. Dr. Reed's experiment is
called The Monster, because of
the size and complexity of the
apparatus. The students of this
department are tagged as plumbers, Electrials are referred to
by sounds like EEEEE, AIRE
(the name of their technical society pronounced real fast), or
Beep—Beeps (in reference to
ham radio operators). Mechanicals make the World go 'round-they all become gas station at-

tendants, and mathematics majors are "HUH" (the sound uttered by a math, major when he
Is spoken to and first comes
out of the clouds). These terms
are ingenious creations of humor, reflecting competition between the departments. They are
rarely used to ridicule. They are
for fun and letting off steam.
It strikes the author strangely, that the Technic has no nickname, or at least the author
found no slang expressions for
it. Each issue seems to be
evaluated rather than the publication as a whole. ibis is possibly a sign of maturity or respect in the Roseman. The Modulus has been referred to as the
scrapbook, but is not meant in
a derogatory manner. The men
cherish their Moduli. Earlier
the Explorer had been called the
Fly Paper (note the pun, a very
common device in slang), because the first editors of the
paper were members of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, whose
numbers are commonly called
Flies or Fly boys. Later the
paper became known as the Wipe,
butt wipe, or the A--- wipe,
and was not held in very high
regard. It's noted the Semantic
evaluation of such terms makes
one hold disregard whenever
such a term is used. Indeed,
it has been used in Johns, possibly a mixup in the symbolism
and the semantic evaluation of
the slang used. In the past few
months, however, the Explorer
has lost such terms, and is
referred to as IT. "It's here,"
or "It's out" are now common,
and go in conjunction with the
new, and high regard for the
paper. Also the Scoop, with its
obvious puns, is held in high regard. The students like to
"bitch," and it is a good way
of letting off steam.(Ed's Note;
explorer is now SPECTRUM)
Classes in general are split
In
two categories; easy and
hard. An obvious two valued reasoning, and absence of dating and
indexing. Boring or unjoyable
classes are called Bore-asses
or sleepers, with the latter being a possibility. A Biel course
need not be taught by Mr. Biel,
It only needs to be enjoyable,
and if one works he can get an
A or B. A Rogers course, no
matter who is the instructor, is
a bastard, but a good thorougL
course with respect to the material. The naming of these types
of courses is a semantic evaluation of the characteristics of
the course with respect to the
characteristics of the two men's
usual courses, as seen by the
students.
Some specific courses have
names, other than the very common abbreviations. They re
fer to either the characteristics of the instructor or the
class material. They are usually humorous, relying on puns
or other devices, and sometimes
critical. Some of these criticisms
are valid, and when the slang
term of this sort is overused,
the humor is lost, and the semantic effect or block can grasp
the student, sometimes resulting in fear or hatred. Some
slang terms express the general
feeling of the student's attitude
toward a course, such as ROTC
being called Mickey Mouse Sbut others are pure humor and
serve to let off steam, such as
Freshman Orientation being labeled HAM bone, with the reto Dean Herman A.
ference

Moench the class instructor.
Tests are regarded in much
the same manner as classes.
overlooking the conUsually
cepts of indexing and dating, the
students sometimes get themselves into a rut over tests.
The slang is usually on a low
class level of speech,(in the gutter), and often quite bitter, such
or chicken S- -- test, which are
felt to be quite unfair. These
terms refer to a test which
asks for very minor and unimportant detail usually not
covered thoroughly in the class.
See table 3 on page 10.•
The level of abstraction of a
slang term can be changed, semantically speaking. The slang
term, which can be wrapped up
in an abstract symbol, can be
carried back and made into a
real event, with alteratiot;_,from
the original symbol. Such an
event occurred in a certain Physics II final, which was forcasted by the students to be chicken. After the test began, and it
turned out to be as forcasted,
students released a live
the
chicken during the final in the
Hanger. A case where the abstract became real!
There are many names given
to instructors at Rose, most of
which are in bitterness. Some
are good slang nicknames and
will be discussed later. Much of
the slang in this area is simply
vulgar name calling, with no
originality involved. The student is angry and sometimes
reacts without thinking,especially after a rough test. A few do
stick however, when more than
one student feels this way. An
instructor has his head wedged
or has the HUR degree
(Head Up Rectum) if he is regarded as not knowing his material, or is unable to present
it clearly. There seem to be no
original slang expressions for
good instructors
at Rose. It
was found that even though Rose
has many instructors with Doctors degrees, only two or three
are referred to and called Doc.
They are admired and respected by the students in certain degrees and manners.
The students, on the other
hand, have many expressions for
their fellow students. ROTC students are called General when
In uniform, usually intending to
Invoke a reaction in the ROTC
student. The student who is held
In disfavor because of his personality, in reference to being
more feminine than masculine,
is termed Fink, nurd, or Twink.
Just how bad he is, is determined by his Fink Factor, a
number designating his degree of
Finkness. These students hang
out in a Twink Trap or T-squared. There is usually two valued
judgement made on these students, and conditioned responses
are common towards them.
If a student is brave he has
hair on his A.—, and if he
is not brave, he hasn't(or ain't)
got one hair. Where this got
started at Rose is not known
by the author, but it was first
encountered from an Alumnus of
a few years back. It has reference to a semantic evalution
of manliness, and is sometimes
used in this manner to invoke a
reaction or conditioned response.
A few seemingly derogatory
slang terms are usually used
in good ways. If a treasurer of
an organization does a good job
he is usually called superjew and
a ----stein, ----gold, or ----berg

is attached to his name. The
FUBAR award is bestowed upon
one who is "screwed" up beyond all recognition, but he'll
usually claim it means Fine Upstanding Boy at Rose! Also,these
types of students are known to
be able to screw up a train
wreck. In their presence, when
such an event occurs, one usually yells, "Here comes another train!" During "hazing" a
Frosh can be put on a S
list, which usually scares the
hell out of a Frosh and leaves
the Sophomores laughing!
If a student is in a bad
mood, he is termed to be on
This reference to wothe
men and sex is common in Rose
slang. Any student who is only
steadily dating a girl is termed
married, with the reference that
he can't or won't date anyone
else.
If two students are name calling, which is a common jesting practice to let off steam
with no harm done, one can say
he is going to the John to take
a Smith. Smith will usually reply that he should be sure to
wipe his Jones when he is finishedl (Smith and Jones being the
students names in the example).
This is typical of harmless jesting that makes use of slang, and
is one of the areas where the
Rose students flourishes with
slang creations—vulgarity and
sex!
A very common expression
for one who does not swear
is that he wouldn't say S.---if he had a mouthful. It is
very wordy, and usually not as
true as thought of (allness is
usually applied here), expecially since these individuals are
rare at Rose!
A common characteristic of
slang is irony. A good example
is how an expression is used.
One who says "Don't say that—
ears,"
you'll ruin my virgin
Is usually the worst type of
cusser. Notice again the use of
wordiness and sex.
A gunner is a student who
works particularly hard at a
certain course to get a good
grade. Without realizing it, Rosemen, use indexing and dating
here, a sign of maturity. For
example, gunner A in Class x
at time tl is not always the
same. He may not be a gunner in class Y, or not even
a gunner in class X at time t2.
One of the biggest slang differences between Rose and other
schools, is the slang references
to men in fraternities and men
not in fraternities. GDI, God
damned independent, and frat rat
are used at Rose. There does
not exist the elementalistic split
or two valued thinking. They
realize that the student body
can't exist in small groups at
Rose, The auther is proud of
ids, and feels it shows a stage
IV level of maturity, where a
stage I or II exists commonly
at other colleges and Universities and possibly causing conflicts not experienced at Rose
Tech.
The
use
of abbreviated
phrases, (the first letters of
words in a phrase put together
to form a group or word), was
very common last year at Rose,
but
has not been used much
this year. It is usually connected with the Military,even though
students invent new ones. The
decline of the number of stu(Completed on Page 8)
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Debate Team Enters Second Year
The R.P.I. debate team will embark on its second full season this year. This year's nucleus of one senior and several
sophomores is expected to be bolstered by a good crop of outis in only its secfreshmen. Since the team
standing
year, there will be an unusually large number of openond
ond year, there will be an unusually large number of openings

RIF1ES AT
THE REVIEW

for squad members. Last year the
team debated against 37different
colleges and universities while
attending tournaments at Indiana
State, Butler University, Purdue, Western Illinois, and
due,
Western Illinois, and
Bellarrnine College of Louisville, Ky.
Last year the team debated
only in novice tournaments, but
will add to the schedule this
year by entering several varsity tournaments as well. The
national topic for debate this
year is —Resolvect That the
Federal Government should establish a national program of
public work for the unemployed.

ACULTY

F ocus

This issues interview is with
Dr. Morris Ostrofsky, the new
head of the mathematics department.
Dr. Ostrofsky received his
PhD. from the University of Wisconsin in 1937. He also spent one
at the Institute of Adyear
vanced Study in Princeton, N. J.
Immediately before coming to
Rose, Dr. Ostrofsky was the
director of mathematics and
sciences at the Western Electric Defense and Space Center
in Baltimore, Md. He had transferred there from the position of
manager of the mathematics department at Western Electric in
Pittsburg.
When asked what his plans
were for the future, Dr. Ostrofsky stated that he planned

Dr. Morris Ostrofsky

Senior Spotlight
DAVID Y. PRICE

to strengthen the program not
only for the math, majors, but
also for the engineering disciplines as well as those in the
chemistry and physics curricula. He also would like to offer
some new courses in the near
future.

David Y. Rice is the subject
of this week's SPECTRAL"SENIOR SPOTLIGHT" the first of
this series. Dave is a Senior
Mechanical Engineer who entered
with the Class of 1964.

When asked what control he
would exercise over the department, Dr. Ostrofsky said that the
way a course would be taught
would be left entirely to the individual instructor; however, in
a case like freshman math,where
instructors would be
several
teaching the same subject, he
felt that a common agreement
should be reached among those
Instructors involved as to how
the subject would be taught.

Cadets Commissioned
Fort Riley Kansas (ROTC IO)
31 July 1964—A commissioning ceremony was held at Fort
Riley ROTC summer camp this
morning with approximately 140
cadets being commissioned in the
United States Army. Approximately 1600 cadets from 34 colleges and universities throughout
the fifth Army area passed in
final review culminating the six
weeks of accelerated and intensive training, which is design-

ed to develop the highest potential qualities of leadership and
competence in the prospective
young second lieutenants. The
following cadets from Rose
following cadets
from Rose
Polytechnic received commissions as second lieutenants in
the United States Army;
Rish, Victor L
Ord. C
Rohr, John A.
Ord. C
Warnke, John M. Eng.
Wright, Edward A. AIS

WHAT A BALK IS

Buy Your
Calendar
of Events

41'

imperial Lanes
"Western Indiana Finest Billard Room"

16 LANES 20 TABLES
400 N. 3rd. St.

C-1319

4.4e

HOUSTON (UPI)—Tom Jack
English, who manages a little
league team called the Wolves,
explaaned to an 8-year-old
pitch*. recently what a balk is.
I* told the youngster to to
stir" to keep the pivot foot WO
the tut*(ex or the umpire would
lk.
JØ PeXt irit:Me, after a las
"%zed by toe
any attempt by the
40 stop them, English
trudge back to the
He explained to the boy
mou
move his foot around
he c
as much as he wanted after the
pitch was delivered—especially
if it meant doing some fielding.
The team's fielding sharpened
up considerably thereafter.

Terre Haute's longest and fine.
est Men's Shoe Dept. Florsheim
• Bassweeions Roblee - Bates Pedwin Keds • Other famous
brands.
"Moat Walked About Shoes le Uwe

Telephone L-8755

Dining Room or Car Service

HENRI'S
3631 Wabash

1,4441orn
4

-9ftiian a's ...gineJi /2.3lasspati1

Compliments Of

Tracy Page Pharmacy
2253 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute,Indiana
Personalized Service

Jim and Jack Shop

Dave first began his career
which led to his picture appearing in this series in 1962 with
a promotion to the position of
Advertising Manager on the Rose
TECHNIC. A few months after
this step up the ladder, Davewas
drafted as Business Manager of
the Rose Tech EXPLORER, the
R. (Before Renaming)
B.
'ROSE SPECTRUM. In his capacity with the EXPLORER, he put
the then bankrupt newspaper well
into the black and even managed
to put away a tidy sum in an
EXPLORER bank account. Sometime after this Dave received
another promotion on the TECHNIC to the position of Business
Manager.
Somewhere in the middle of
all these various jobs. Dave was
pledged to the Blue Key where,
in 1963, he was Orientation and
Steering Chairman and, for the
1964-65 school year will be Secretary-Treasurer for the Chapter.
Dave is a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega Social Fraternity
*1!.v. be served as Rush Chair
atas elected to the office
of Sotrettry (*firth),Scribe)* and
is now Worldng hard as Homecoming Co-Chairman and planning for a "winning display" this
year.
Dave hails from Cleveland,
Ohio and as yet has no plans
for the future but states that
he is "anxiously awaiting graduation- next June.

CORD COAT
FOR SALE
See Steve Myers

Norman's Barber Shop
Located In Center
Of Terre Haute
001 N. 13th. Free

•Appointments Available Tuesdays Only
•Specializing In Flat Tops

Parking

For 30

Cars.

•All Styles Hair Cuts
806 South 7th St.

Terre Haute, Indiana

BARBERS
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ROSE RIFLES

Roses Only
Marching Unit
The Rose Rifles —Rose Poly's
only marching unit —is again
planning to travel and compete
against other college teams here
in the midwest. The Rifles also
march during some home football games and at half time
during the basketball games.
This helps them to prepare their
routines for the coming spring
and the drill meets.
Last year the Rifles competed
with teams at University of
Illinois, Purdue and Bradley.
Coed teams competed in their
own class and marched shoulder
to shoulder with the Rifles. Needless to note, there were many
non-competitive opportunities after the drill meets.
If you are a completely spastic,
three footed, apathic Roseman
please don't try out for the Rifles.
Otherwise the fun, work and
enjoyment that the members of
the Rifles have had, "can all
be yours." You are all invited
to try out. Watch the military
bulletin hoard for any announcements or contact Major Randels.

The Band
IS BACK
The ROTC Band is a marching
unit composed of basic course
(freshmen and sophomore)ROTC
cadets. It participates in the
Rose Homecoming, the Terre
Haute Veteran's Day and Armed
Forces' Day parades, and various
ROTC ceremonies throughout the
year.
All students enrolled in ROTC
who can play a musical instrument are encouraged to try out
for the band. Band members are
encouraged to use their own
instruments. However, instruments are available for those
needing them.
The Band normally practices
during the ROTC drill period
on Thursday afternoon. Additional
practices are scheduled when
preparing for special occasions,
such as Homecoming.
If you are interested or would
like more information secure an
application from the Military
department or see Larry Duvall,
the Band Commander.

Rose Students
Receive N S F
Grants of $9800
A National Science Foundation
Grant of $9,800 is enabling four
Rose students to work on underresearch projects
graduate
during this summer and the next
year under the direction of Dr.
Charles C. Rogers.
Stanley W. Hensen is working
on an electronic flood forecasting
device which, in a matter of
seconds, could predict accurately
flood conditions in advance as
well as determine the best possible locations for reservoirs.
Research by Alfred J. Hayle
is concerned with designing and
an "autocorreconstructing
lator" which has the capability
to extract signals from noise,
leaving only a clear signal as
a result. Such devices are now
being used in a few instances to
extract the intelligence of the
electrical signals in the human
body.
This, when attached to an
stethoscope, will
electronic
enable the physician to clearly
separate the fetal heartbeat of
the unborn infant from the mother's heartbeat which is much
stronger.
Gerrand L. Mellinger is attempting to duplicate the experiment by Dr. Marbel Bessis of
the Centre National De Transfusion Sanguine in Paris,France,
who used successfully a laxer
beam to selectively kill portions
of a cell without damaging other
portions, thus effectively achieving a microsurgical tool which
can operate in a space of only
millionths of an inch.

BUY YOU R
1965
MODULUS
NOW

it's GREAT
to be IN!!
R-1

Tapers.
slacks

AUTHENTIC
IVY STYLING

AT YOUR CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS STORE OR WRITE:

JOIN
THE
SPECTRUM

Bigger and Better
Rose Rifle Team
The Rose Rifle Club is a
student organization open to all
Rose students who are interested
in shooting for enjoyment or
comnetition and other activities
associated with shooting. It provides an excellent way to learn
the proper way to handle firearms, accurate marksmanship
and to have a good time. Marksmanship instruction and range
supervision is provided by Captain Diener and Sergeant First
Class Bottensek.
One of the primary activities
of the Rose Rifle Club is sponsoring the Varsity Rifle Team. This
team regularly places among
the best in the country. Last
year it placed high in both the
Kansas State Turkey Shoot and
the Mississippi Valley Championship Tournaments. It also won
third place varsity and fourth
place overall honors at the National Rifle Association Intercollegiate Sectional Matches. In
1962 the Rose Team won the
The Society of American Military Engineers national trophy
by placing first in the nation in
that match. This years team is
experienced and should do equally
well.
Other activities of the club
include pistol and high-power
rifle shooting, hand loading, the
annual spring picnic and other
activities associated with shooting.
Membership applications are
s• available from the club officers
or in the ROTC office. Dues are
$3 which provides for use of the
club shooting jackets, slings,
gloves and other facilities. Rifles
and ammunition are provided by
the ROTC department free of
charge.

TOM

TRUED

Modulus
Once again the Modulus is to
be formed anew. The yearly task
of getting together Rose's yearbook must be attacked with the
support of past edition, experienced workers, and fresh ideas.
Surely its new editor, Gus Caroil, will appreciate any assistance offered. Although still in
the tentative stages, the 1965
Modulus is now on sale. Gus
must be ready to verify the quality
of this year's edition because he
was seen at freshman registration soliciting sales from students and parents.
It seems fairly certain that
the former policy of Friday night
work sessions will again prevail. These sessions are primarily for the write-up and layout of the material. Aside from
this, much time must be spent
selling the advertisements and
the book itself.
If as a student, parent or faculty member, you wish to take an
active part in Rose this year, a
'65 Modulus is a must. Any member of the sales staff will be
glad to help you. The 1964 Modulus will be out in October
and available to last year's purchasers—also to those still interested.

Photography
Exhibition
The
exhibition
PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE FINE ARTS IV
will be the special exhibit opening the new session at the Sheldon
Swope Art Gallery, 25 South 7th
Street, Terre Haute, it was announced today by the Director of
the Gallery, F. W. Bilodeau.
The exhibit will open on Sunday
afternoon, September 13 and will
continue for three weeks,closing
on Sunday, October 4. The Swope
is one of some thirty art museums and galleries at which the
exhibit is being shown. PFA-IV
opened at the Metropolitan Mu- n
seum of Art in New York in
May, 1963 and continued on view
there through last September.
This fourth exhibition of PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE FINE ARTS
includes 152 photographs (66 in
color) by 129 photographers. The
P FA National Advisory Committee made its selection from 1,042
photographs previously judged by
a number of photographic organizations and authorities. A special Committee of Invitation was
formed in a desire to obtain as
comprehensive a group of exceptional photographs as possible. The committee was headed
by Beaumont Newhall, Director of
George Eastman House, and Ansel Adams and Ralph Steiner,
internationally- known photographers.
The nine members of the PFA
National Jury, whose voting tally
revealed a majority preference
for the 152 photographs which
comprise Exhibit IV, and were
selected from the 1042 examples
prejudged by the photographic
organizations
and authorities
are: Chairman James J. Rorimer, Director, The Metropolitan Museum of Art; Leslie Cheek,
Jr., Director, Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts; Gustave von Groschwitz, Director, Department of
Fine Arts; Carnegie Institute;
Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr., Director, Addison Gallery of American Art; Bryon Holme, Director, Studio Books—Viking Press;
A. Hyatt Mayor, Curator of

Prints, The Metropolitan Museum of Art; Beaumont Newhall,
Eastman
Director, George
House; Perry T.Rathbone, Director, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; and Carl J. Weinhardt, Jr.
Director, The Minneapolis Institute of Arts. (Mr. Weinhardt
has since become Director of
the Gallery of Modern Art, N.Y.
C.)
The question is often asked,
"Is photography just a mirror
or is it an art form? This collection places photography in dramatic and persuasive dimensions, and supports in eloquent
terms the view held by Ivan
Director-Founder of
Dmitri,
Photography in the Fine Arts,
and by his colleagues, that, "the
abstract lies first in the mind
of the artist and to discover it
in nature and thenceforth to record it is an aesthetic act on
The
canvas, and on film.'
fine arts photographer draws on
his sense of design; his ability
to see patterns, to select and
create light and shade contrasts,
and to suggest moods. Thephotographer-artisan is a master of
perspective. Subjects visualized
first in the abstract by the photographer are then translated by
sensitive camera imagery with
such particular care that the "ordinary- world about us suddenly comes alive in new, exciting
and unusual frames.
Included among the sixty-five
color photographs in the exhibition are Joseph Breitenbach's
CHINESE RICE FIELDS,Kathryn
Abbe's RAINY DAY WALK, and
Lorette Ryan's CATHEDRAL IN
FOG, PORTUGAL. THE PIGEON
by photographer Gordon Parks
has been selected as the cover
photograph
for the PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE FINE ARTS
catalogue. Other photographers
represented in the show are Ansel Adams, Richard Avedon,
Wynn Bullock, Eliot Elisofon,
Andreas
Feininger, Yousuf
Karsh, George Silk, Brett Weston and Minor White,

SPECTRAL
Perversion
For The Weak
WHO OWNS THE ZEBRA
This problem can be solved by combining deduction, analysis and sheer persistence. The facts essential to the solution
are as follows:
1. There are five houses, each of a different color and inhabited
by men of different nationalities, with different pets,
drinks, and cigarettes.
2. The Englishman lives in the red house.
3. The Spaniard owns the the dog.
4. Coffee is drank in the green house.
5. The Ukrainian drinks tea.
6. The green house is immediately to the right (your right)
of the ivory house.
7. The Old Gold smoker owns snails.
8. Kools are smoked in the yellow house.
9. Milk is drunk in the middle house.
10. The Norwegian lives in the first house on the left.
11. The man who smokes Chesterfields lives in the house next
to the man with the fox.
12. Kools are smoked in the house next to the house where the
horse is kept.
13. The Lucky Strike smoker drinks orange juice.
14. The Japanese smokes Parliaments.
15. 'rhe NorVvegian lives next to the blue house.
NOW, WHO DRINKS WP TER? AND WHO OWNS THE ZEBRA?

DISASTER CLINIC
NEW YORK (UPI)—A complete knock-down, transportable hospital facility which can
be moved to disaster areas by
truck, plane, railroad, seagoing
vessel and other methods of
transportation, even sleds, has
been developed by Picker International Corporation.

Within 30 minutes of its arrival, four men can erect the
complete facility containing an
operating room, lead-lined
x-ray equipment room, anesthesia unit, resuscitator-inhalator and other hospital equipment. Once used, the clinic can
be folded up and returned to its
base.
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General Slangmatics (continued)
dents entering advanced ROTC
might account for the decline
in the usage of these words or
phrases.
Usually slang is of one ex•
treme or another. Rose has one
slang usage that is not this way.
When asked how one is at Rose,
he usually tells the truth. Sometimes referred to as the attitude check, the answers range
from "S
" to "great", but
a very
common
answer is
"about half." The common attitude towards the World,true
or not, at Rose, is that the Roseman hates the World and he is
exceedingly horny,(a term meaning one nas been without some
sort of sex relations or even
just seeing a girl for too long'.
Thus, they are always looking for
an opportunity to be dehorned!
The 10th of May is a celebrated day at Rose Poly. It's
significance
and slang result
from an event in class a few
years ago, on May 10, when an
instructor said, "Hurray, hurray, the tenth of May," to liven
up a dead class. When asked,
"So what?", the quick witted
instructor, (Major Ambrose
who is no longer at R.P.I.) quipped back, "Hurray, hurray, the
lath of May; outside screwing
begins today!" Since then, it
has become legendary and immortalized by the students. There
are always planned social activities on or near the 10th of
May.
A common outlet after a test
is the strange conversation. It
can be two students mumbling
unintelligibly like babies, or they
can start a slang conversation,
where the slang created is not
used after the conversation. For
example, girls can be discussed in terms of automobile
termonology. She has a good chassis, a nice pair of headlights,
some
hot plugs, she shifts
smoothly,
her frame is well
built, etc. are a few examples.
Another common one is to discuss girls in termonology of some
sport, such as football. These
outlets are good, because they
usually occur after a very difficult test, a forced stage IV,
and the students are seeking a
stage I or II outlet by these
conversations. They don't last
long, the slang is soon forgotten, and from this respect is
beneficial. True genius of slang
creation usually appears in these
conversations.
Acting in stage I in stage IV
situations is common, especially
when the student knows better.
For example, the cause of heat
as thermons (imaginary particles), cause of light by phonons,
and explaining phenomena by,
"the demons did it or it must
be magic."
F-Ma is sometimes called
Ma in reference to Mom, which
may be attributed to the notion
of it being the mother of all
equations. The students are constantly being told "All you have
to know is F-ma." A pitfall
of Allness is often the result.
When it comes to the social
life of the Roseman, he relies
heavily on borrowed slang. This
is a result of no women being
on campus, and he must find
them elsewhere, so he borrows the language of the campus
he visits. He does, however,
have some of his own. Any(beer)
blast is a party with alcoholic
refreshments. Those who don't
drink are found in milk chugging contests. One typically Rose
slang expression is, "You drive,
you're too drunk to sing!" This
is a bad state of intoxication,
as you really are hurtin' if you
can't even sing. Note the irony
of this stage; you can't sing,
but it is all right to drive. This
could be a semantic danger.
College students don't park,
they park park. This notes the

extremity of the drive to get
dehorned. One plays Midnight
golf at Rhea Park, watches the
airplane races at the Airport,
watches the submarine races
near the river. These terms
can also be applied to park parkping in general. Blanket parties,
blankies, grassers (dates usually
in State Parks), and Hay Lays
(a hay ride) are all prevalent
near the 10th of May!
Rosemen give the usual vulgar slang to girls. Some originals are found though. "She has
wheels on her heels," refers to
a "hot chick.' A girl who has
well developed busts is stacked
(common) or has a big pair of
hands. Fine stuff means good,
while a pig is bad news. The
same terms can be applied to
a group of girls like a sorority. Rosemen like to beaver
girls, (girl watching), and they
have even devised a game with
a point system for men to play
while on a beaver patrol.
If a girl is not liked by a stu
dent, she may be classified as
a Burford Herferd, if she is
from Burford Hall, or some other
similar slang term. If she is
from St. Mary's, she is a Woodsie if she is liked and if not
liked, she is a Weedsie, Cold
Weedsie, or a St. Mary's of the
Weeds Virgin.
Some students have their own
slang used in daily life. It doesn't affect the school as a whole,
but serves to show the creativeness of slang found at Rose. The
author offers his own example
here. He wears contact lenses,
usually called contacts or lenses, but he referes to them as
his eyes or his eyeballs. Without them he has 20-400 vision-,
damned near blind, and in this
respect they are indeed, his eyes.
The most creative slang at
Rose is in nick names. It shows
the closeness of the students.
If one doesn't have a nickname
he is usually called by his first
or last name. This extends to
the instructors also. The nick
naming extends to other objects,
such as cars. Some common ones
are, for example, the tractor
(owned by a farm raised student), the brown t-- -d ( a beat
up old brown Chevy station wagon), the little red beast (the
author's red sports car), and the
blue skunk (a tiny blue sports
car with two white stripes). Students nick names like Rat, ClubA---, meatball, Fox, rotten-A-•!
Naptown Up, Brave John, Sambo, etc. are common, stemming
from the physical characteristics
of the student, his personality
traits, or some specific event.
These forms of slang are where
the Roseman flourishes best. It
of course extends to others within the Rose Family.
The slang at Rose is good, in
that it follows the pattern for
good slang. There are many reasons for the creation of slang,
most of which can be found at
Rose. Just for fun, exercising
wit and humor, to be different
to be picturesque, to be startling, to lessen a hardship, for
ease of social intercourse, to
show one is or is not a member
of a group, and to be secret
are a few causes, all of which
can be found at Rose. The common characteristics of slang such
as different classes of slang,
following a pattern and eventually becoming accepted, irony, humor that is not always bitter or
cutting, novelty, changes
in
meaning of words, tense changes
of slang words, use of metaphors, use of onomatapoeias,
use of puns, and just plain playing upon words are all found in
Rose slang.
The slang can be used to understand the Roseman.It reflects
his maturity at different stages.
Sometimes he is in stage IV
or maybe as low as stage I.

His slang can reveal how his behavior is controlled by his evaluations. It shows his pitfalls of
Aristotelian thinking and some
advances
in his extensional
thoughts and actions. The Rose
slang reflects the attitude of
the Roseman. It points out where
he lacks the use of safety and
working devices and also, where
he uses them unawaringly. Thus:
The General Slangmatics of R.
P.I.
Since slang requires a sense
of creativity,' it should be noted
that such an atmosphere exists
at Rose. By providing extensional training, and creating an atmosphere conducive to creativeness, Rose fertilizes the growth
of slang.
The best slang is not only ingenious and amusing; it also embodies a kind of social criticism.
It not only provides new names
for a series of everyday concepts, some new and some old;
it also says something about
them.
The author feels that this is
the type of slang that exists at
Rose. It is typical of the Roseman, as a product of his school
environment, the Mid-West, and
past high school slang and activities. From a study of the Rose
slang, one can find an understanding of the Roseman, if he
applies the correct methods, such
as General Slangmatics.
The I. D. Game for R.P.I.
Can you identify the following
Rose instructors, administrators, or others connected to the
campus and its activities?
1. Mumbles; 2. Dog Face; 3.
Diamond Lil; 4. (Omitted by Editor); 5. B. B.; 6. Plain Jane;
7. Jolly Charlie, (a reference
to a pitate slang is inferred
but not obvious); 8. (Omitted by
Editor); 9. The Pig; 10. Ugh-.
tening or Jumping Joe; 11. Dr.
Snow, Dr. Blizzard; 12. The Turtle; 13. Teddy Pee-Pee; 14. Lazy
Larry; 15. Weeping Willie-he
cries right along with you; 16.
Old Golden Throat, Fag; 17. (Omitted by Editor; 18. (Omitted
by Editor; 19. Cocky Rocky, King
Karl (reference to King Kong);
20. The Butcher; 21. Stinky Bob;
22. Wimpy, Happy Hank; 23. Uncle Al; 24. Easy Ed; 25. EA-S-Y G-O-I-N-G Jim; 26. The
Lemon; 27. Hermie, Ham; 28.
(Omitted by Editor); 29. Bottle
neck; 30. Dogharty; 31. The Weener; 32. The Tank; 33. (Omitted by Editor); 34. (Omitted by
Editor); 35. The Czar; 36. Tzar
(pronounced like Czar); 37. Bolivar Shagna sty.
Ed's. Note: The above omissions are concessions to good
taste and are meant to offend
neither the author of the article
or the people referred toAnswer to I. D. Game
1. Professor Haist, for talking with his hand over his mouth!
2. Dean Ross; 3. Mrs. Ross;
4. Mrs. Haslum, the house mother of Deming Hall; 5. Mrs.
Butts; 6. Mrs. Miller, who works
in the Library at Rose; 7. Dr.
Rogers; 8. Mr. Derry; 9. Dr.
Neithamer; 10. Mr. Moser; 11.
Dr. Edwards; 12. Mr. Wayne;
13. Prof. Palmer; 14. Mr. Logue; 15. Dr. Meeks; 16. Dr. F.
A. Guthrie; 17. Mr. Paul R.
Mason; 18. Mr. C. L. Mason;
19. Mr. Herakovich; 20. Mr.Mutchner; 21. Mr. Steinhauser; 22.
Mr. Winston; 23. Prof. Schmidt;
24. Prof. Eckerman; 25. Mr.
Carr; 26. Mr. Lemon; 27. Dean
Moench; 28. The Cashier in the
Student Center; 29. Capt. Bettensack; 30. Lt. Col. Dougherty;
31. Capt. Wiener; 32. Mrs. Collier; 33. Prof. Bowden; 34. Mr.
Bader; 35. Mr Elbert; 36. Dr.
Raman; 37. Stolen from RedSkelton, it has become associated
with the typical Rose Fosh, usually, in the Modulus with other
Frosh, steming from an incident in a Physics class a few
years ago.

FIGHTING ELEVEN
Richard Martin Football Coach

Richard Martin, for three
years head football coach at Olathe High School, Olathe, Kan.,
has been appointed football coach
at Wiley High School in Terre
Haute, will have responsibility
also for track and will be assistant basketball coach.
Martin has just completed work
at Indiana University toward a
degree as Director of Physical
Education. He has received a
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1955
from Ottawa State University,
Kan., and a Master of Arts Degree from Colorado State College, Greeley, in 1959.
His combined football record
at Olathe (a suburb of Kansas
City) and at Yates Center High
School, Kansas, where he was
head
football coach for four
years, is 43 wins, 11 losses and

three ties. His teams have never
finished less than second place
in any conference in which they
have competed and he has had
four all- state performers and one
high school all-American. He and
Mrs. Martin have two sons.
new portable basketball
A
floor with cross courts and six
new rollaway baskets will be
provided in the fieldhouse, as
well as new portable "telescopic" bleachers to be placed
next to the permanent bleachers.
These new facilities will allow
two intermural basketball games
at the same time. The entire interior of the fieldhouse will be
painted and receive a general
face "lifting". Plans include two
new tennis courts to be built
west of the present outdoor courts
on the campus.

Unique College
Stresses Book Study
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI)-St.
John's College in Santa Fe will
be as unique in education circles when it opens Oct. 10 as its
new location.
That's because the Santa Fe
college will be officially referred
to as a "colony" by the school's
officials. As such, it will operate
completely free from its mother
facility, the 180-year-old St.
John's College at Annapolis,
Md.
But as a so-called colony,
the new college will retain the
curriculum and the administrative control from its mother
school.
The curriculum at St. John's
will definitely be unique. There
will be no departments, no divisions, and not even a business
administration course. Students
won't have a major or minor
course of study either.
Besides all that, no vocational
or teacher training will be
taught, and no pre-med, prelaw or required athletics will be
offered students.
What the school will have is
an intense four-year course in
great books plus a tough science
requirement for graduation.
The great books, chosen over
a period of nearly 40 years, will
range from Homer through Tolstoi. Philosophy books will cover
Plato to Jung. Mathematics will
include Euclid up to Labachevski, and sciences will be studied
from Hippocrates through Einstein.
In short, the new college,
with a basic curriculum of literature, philosophy, history,
mathematics and natural sciences, will offer strict liberal
arts for its students. The
school's aim, officials say, is to
prepare its students with the
tools for future learning. What
the student does with this vast
storehouse of knowledge after
graduation is strictly up to the
student.
Classes at St. John's will be a
system of gatherings of 10 to
15 students with a tutor around
a table. In the evenings, seminars will be held containing
about 20 students. The tutorials
are for taking in knowledge,
while the seminars will be the
outlet for the student to display
what he ,has learned through
discussion.
Tutorials will be held in languages, mathematics, music and
other liberal arts subjects. The
first tutors will come this year
on loan from Annapolis. Eventually, however, the western
colony is expected to foster its
own educators.
Maximum goal for the college
will be 300 students in 10 years,
officials say. More students than

that would not allow the college
to continue its program of intensive study requirements.
This year's enrollment - the
Santa Fe college's first - will
bring 80 students from 20 states
and old Mexico. They will make
up the school's first graduating
class in four years.
The site for the college is
'unique also. Santa Fe, with its
250-year-old history, is mainly
a state capitol city and a tourist
attraction in the Southwest.
But Santa Fe is only 30 miles
from the Los Alamos facility of
the Atomic Energy Commission
- birthplace of the first atomic
bomb.
Physicists, mathematicians
and biologists from Los Alamos
are expected to supply the
school with lecturing material
during school months. Students
also are expected from parents
working at Los Alamos.
The cultural background
found in Santa Fe with its art
colony and archeology centers
was another factor in the
school's location, officials said.
The Santa Fe St. John's will
be the only non-church supported, non-tax supported college in the Southwest. Total
cost for this year's opening, including new buildings and academic budget for the coming
year, is $5 million.
On 260 acres donated locally,
St. John's college in Santa Fe,
with its traditional environment, may be a new step toward
private school expansion in the
country. Dr. Richard D. Weigle,
president for both the old and
the new St. John's, complains,
however. He said he had three
offices because of the two colleges he supervises. "One is in
Annapolis, one in Santa Fe, and
a third on a TWA plane."
But the board of the new college is liberally sprinkled with
westerners. New Mexico's governor Jack M. Campbell is one
member. Newspaper publisher
and former ambassador to
Switzerland Robert McKinney
of Santa Fe is another. Greer
Garson, former movie star who
owns a nearby ranch at Pecos,
N.M. is a board member, and so
is Col. E. E. Fogelson, Texas
oilman, and Santa Fe architect
John Gaw Meem.
New buildings erected in the
past year include nine small
dormitories, a classroom building, a laboratory and a student
center. Future plans call for a
library, additional dorms, an
administration
building, an
athletic center, swimming pool,
an infirmary and an auditorium.

